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PREFACE
Thanks for using the series of FT-501 search and rescue radar transponder 
(SART) equipment which produced by Feitong company and the trademark is            
          .
As it is belong to the emergency equipment, use this SART only during situation 
of GRAVE and IMMINENT danger.
All sea crews need to study operation manual in advance to avoid any mistake 
in accident case .When publication error or updated caused manual not match 
with product please use existing operation as a standard. This manual is packed 
together with equipment therefore periodic check and record is needed.
FT-501 SART conform to the resolution of IMO A.802(19),which is used for the 
search and rescue of the lifeboat radar transponder’s performance standards, 
and composition of GMDSS.
SART is a kind of ship rescued device. When the ship is in danger or sinking, 
ship’s crews need to take SART along then switch on and fix it on lifeboat. In the 
absence of radar pulse, the SART is in the receiving mode .Under the action of 
radar pulse then SART signal will be in the screen of search and rescue radar, 
and it can show a series of at most 12 bright spots along the radar radius .
The number of the bright spot is associated with the range of the radar and the 
distance from the SART to search and rescue vessel. Among them distance R of 
the first bright spot to the center of the radar screen is the distance for search 
and rescue vessel to the survivors. The included angle θ from 12 bright spots 
to ship’s heading line and it is the relative azimuth for search and rescue vessel 
to the survivors. The approximately distance of 12 bright spots is 8 NM, every 
two bright spots is about 0.65 NM. When the search and rescue vessel is getting 
close to the SART, the bright spot will be gradually to become a concentric circle.
The buzzing and indicator light of SART will be changed under receiving the 
radar pulse function when it is started. The survivors who have a SART can 
through its status of the buzzing and indicator light to know whether or not 
have rescue ship and plane to close to them.
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SAFETY ANNOUNCEMENT

Warning (Important Warning)
Please do not arbitrarily pull the red bolt .The bolt can 
just be one time use only and no restore it function.
Use only vessel during situation of GRAVE and IMMI-
NENT danger.

Warning
Please observe the related operating procedures 
because the equipment has electrostatic sensitive de-
vice.

Don’t disassemble the equipment arbitrarily.
The equipment is the electronic products with the 
complicated structure. Replace or change the parts 
and internal components position of the equipment 
will affect working performance.
Only can be done by the Certified engineers of the 
Feitong company or service agent.

Standard
of operation

Transmit respond of this equipment directly affect by 
the height of the SART fixed position.
It should be keep the product in upward vertical po-
sition otherwise it cannot achieve the expected effec-
tion.

Periodic test
This is emergency equipment to be aware of the set is 
in good condition therefore the SART periodic test is 
very important.

Battery disposal

The product has disposable lithium battery inside and 
it need to be changed for every five years. Perhaps 
the battery still remain power energy and will damage 
human body. Only authorized person is allowed to re-
place and disposal the battery.
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1. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TX Frequency 9200MHz-9500MHz

The form of frequency 
sweep

sawtooth waveform toward period: 7.5μs±1μs

return period: 0.4μs±0.1μs

Pulse duration 100μs; frequency sweep 12 times.

EIRP ≥400 mW (equivalent to +26dBm)

Response delay time ≤0.5μs

Receive effective
sensitivity

≤-50dBm

The recovery time of 
receive subsequent
trigger

≤10μs

Antenna
horizontal beam omni-directional < ±2dB

vertical beam ±12.5°

The Color of The Shell 2 Color (Yellow or Orange)

Working Voltage
Lithium battery DC7.2V

Current 13500mAh

Temperature Range 
Operating -20°C ~ +55°C

Storage -30°C ~ +65°C

Dimension 90 (D) ×375 (L) mm

Weight About 1kg

2. HOW TO ACTIVATE SART IN THE DANGEROUS

2.1 ON VESSEL

When still onboard the vessel, activate SART as below:
 y Take off FT-501 from the bracket and place it at open area.
 y Pull off the red pin and move the operation handle to ON position. 
Check the SART indicator, without the affection of radar pulse, the SART 
is in the receiving state and the green light flashing. With the affection of 
radar pulse then it will transmit signal and the red light flashing and ”Di 
Di” sound from internal buzzer.

 y To remain a good status of the SART signal transceiving, FT-501 should 
keep pure vertical.

 y Keep FT-501 as high as possible by using the telescopic pole supplied.
 y To stop FT-501; just move the operation handle to OFF position.
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2.2 IN LIFE RAFT

Activate SART to distress alerting in the critical situation:
 y Fix FT-501 as high as possible by using the telescopic pole supplied or 
hanging in the life raft by using the rope supplied. (refer to the below 
chart)

 y Pull off the red pin and move the operation handle to ON position.
 y Check the SART indicator, without the affection of radar pulse, the SART 
is in the receiving state and the green light flashing. With the affection of 
radar pulse then it will transmit signal and the red light flashing and ”Di 
Di” sound from internal buzzer.

 y To remain a good status of the SART signal transceiving, FT-501 should 
keep pure vertical.

 y Keep FT-501 as high as possible by using the telescopic pole supplied.
 y To stop FT-501 ; just move the operation handle to OFF position.

3. HOW TO DO SELFTEST
 y Take off FT-501 from the bracket.
 y Check body for whether it have any damage.
 y ˙Turn the FT-501 central circle by count-
er-clockwise direction, and move the opera-
tion handle to “TEST”.

 y ˙Check the working indicator, without the af-
fection of radar pulse, the SART is in the receiving state and the green light 
flashing. With the affection of radar pulse then it will transmit signal, the red 
light flashing, and ”Di Di” sound from internal buzzer.

 y ˙Rotate the round operation handle back to “OFF” position.
 y ˙Place FT-501 back to the bracket.

NOTE: Don’t pull out the red pin when doing selftest and the red pin only for 
one time use can’t be restored it. Pull the pin only when the vessel during sit-
uation of GRAVE and IMMINENT!

CAUTION:
Though in low output power, the x-band radar maybe receive the test 
signal which is within a certain area just when do a FT- 501 test. Frequent 
tests should be avoided it’s not only for radar interference but also for bat-
tery-saving.

ON OFF TEST
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4. HOW TO INSTALL
The FT-501 usually mounted in both sides of the bridge, but the installation po-
sition must avoid shining, away from the power supply, and don't fix together 
with the objects which have strong vibration.
First fix the black bracket on the wall then hang up SART into the bracket.
Before hang up need to open the telescopic pole cover and from top into black 
round hole then close the cover.

5. PERIODIC INSPECTION
RRegular inspection is very important to ensure whether SART in a good condi-
tion. Each test should be executed in short time because any tests could reduce 
the life of the batteries.

5.1 Check in every six month

The inspection should be carried out by ship’s crews.
 y Carry out test procedure by following “HOW TO TEST”.
 y Check SART body find it whether any damages.
 y Check the expiry date of the batteries.
 y Record the inspection result.

CAUTION:
Though in low output power, the x-band radar maybe receive the test 
signal which is within a certain area just when do a FT-501 test. Frequent 
tests should be avoided not only for radar interference but also for bat-
tery-saving.

5.2 Check in every five year

The inspection should be carried out by manufacturer or authorized deal-
ers.
 y Battery must be replaced and carried out a test for the working perfor-
mance of SART. But it’s not belong to the warranty category.

 y Regular inspection should contain all contents of EVERY SIX MONTH.
 y The caution of change battery refer to the contents about “HOW TO RE-
PLACE BATTER AND DISPOSAL” .

 y Record the inspection result.
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6. HOW TO REPLACE BATTERY AND DISPOSAL

6.1 Battery Replacement

The expiry date of the batteries is marked on the case of shell.
The batteries should be replaced before the expiry date.
The following items should be replaced together:
 y Battery case (contain the instruction description)
 y Battery cover
 y Transparent indicator cover
 y Sealing ring

All above item parts are combined into a battery module.
As the battery module is the part of SART and relevant with instruction, 
Performance, in water balance and so on. If change the non-original bat-
tery, the user need to require a qualify engineer to ensure SART is in nor-
mal working condition for continuous use.
We can’t guarantee the normal work of the equipment if user use non- 
original battery module.

NOTE: No matter any reason, the equipment should replace the bat-
tery as soon as possible when pull off the red caps, and start the alarm 
emission, regardless of the length of time for emission.

6.2 Battery Disposal

CAUTION:
The replaced Lithium batteries may be still remain power energy ,to avoid 
any harm to the human body , the following notice need to follow:
 y Non-professional personnel are strictly prohibited to open equipment.
 y Do not trying to open the battery cover.
 y It is strictly prohibited to recharge the battery.
 y It is strictly prohibited to thrown battery into fire.
 y Don’t expose the battery at above 70°C environment.
 y The positive and negative short-circuit is strictly for bidden.

NOTE: Please hand to the local specialized for battery recycling when 
after replace the battery.
To keep green environment please don't throw the battery casually.

6.3 Battery Transportation

The transportation of battery module should be strictly comply with
The relevant provisions of the transport of Lithium Batteries.
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7. CHECK LIST BEFORE DELIVERY

 y Battery expiry date:

 y Waterproof verification:

 y Mounting bracket:

 y Transmission test:

 y General operation status:

 y USER ID:

NEXT FIVE YEARS INSPECTION DUE ON:

Date:

Signature and stamp:

8. INSPECTION RECORDS (Every 6 months)

NO DATE INSPECTION RESULT INSPECTOR
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NO DATE INSPECTION RESULT INSPECTOR 9. INSPECTION RECORDS (Every 5 years)

 y Battery replacement

Battery supplier:

Model number:

New battery expiry date:

Old battery disposal:

 y Gasket replacement:

 y Performance test:

NEXT FIVE YEARS INSPECTION DUE ON:

Date:

Signature and stamp:
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 y Battery replacement

Battery supplier:

Model number:

New battery expiry date:

Old battery disposal:

 y Gasket replacement:

 y Performance test:

NEXT FIVE YEARS INSPECTION DUE ON:

Date:

Signature and stamp:
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